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 THE NEGRITOS OF THE PHILIPPINES. 131

 Aran Isles, also close at hand, have their own very strongly
 marked type, in some respects an exaggeration of the ordinary
 Gaelic one; the face being remarkably long, ancl the chin long
 and pointed, the eyes light, with very few exceptions, but the hair
 usually dark brown. We might be disposed, trusting to Irish
 tradition, to accept these people as representatives of the Eirbolg,
 had not Cromwell, that upsetter of all things Hibernian, left in
 Aran an English garrison, who subsequently apostatised to Ca-
 tholicism, intermarried with the natives, became Hibernis Hi-
 berniores, and so vitiated the Firbolgian pedigree.

 Art. II.?THE NEGRITOS OF THE PHILIPPINES*

 These sketclies, or chapters, are the result of Dr. Semper's visit
 to the Philippines. The author appears to he a professor at
 Wlirtzburg; but, in the manner common to German professors,
 does not reveal the subject discussed in his chair. The publica?
 tion is evidently intended as a preliminary to a book of travels.
 It embraces heterogeneous subjects : The Volcanoes of the Phi?
 lippines ; the Eeefs and Life in the Sea; the Climate and
 Organic life; the Negritos and the Heath en Malayan Races;
 the Mahometans and the Commencement of the Christian

 Period; the Latest Christian Time. The latter ones only come
 within our domain.

 It is in the fourth sketch that the most interesting subject?
 the Negritos?is discussed. The Negritos have always presented
 a very curious problem to anthropologists. The accounts given
 of them by Spanish writers have been far too imperfect to
 satisfy our inquiries; and those of some French travellers are
 evidently so mingled with embellishment as to impede exact
 knowledge. Notwithstanding that M. de la Geroniere's book
 was cooked by M. Dumas, the novelist, and is called by some a
 down-right romance, it is still regarded by those who dwell in
 the islands to contain the most faithful account of the Negritos.
 This, in itself, is a strong proof of the great room there is for

 * Die Philippinen und ihre Bewohner. Sechs Skizzen. (The Philippine
 Islands and their Inhabitants. Six Sketches.) Von Dr. C. Semper. Wiirtz-
 burg: 1869.
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 more precise and reliable evidence respecting these singular
 people. Dr. Semper appears to have had good opportunities:
 whether he has availed himself of them in so intelligent and
 persevering a manner as anthropology requires remains to be
 seen.

 The name Negritos, which means little Negros, was applied
 by the Spaniards to the different dark coloured races met with
 in the Philippines, from their prima facie resemblance in this
 respect to African Negroes. But, even in colour itself, which is
 only one of the subordinate characteristics of human races, they
 differ from African Negroes. They are decidedly not of so dark
 a tint. It has been found convenient, in speaking of all the
 dark races of the Pacific, as a whole, to call them Asiatic or
 Austral Negroes, thus to distinguish them from the true Negroes
 of Africa. Those who have a superficial knowledge of these
 people may look upon them both as intimately related to the
 African Negroes, and also as, in themselves, presenting a homo?
 geneous whole. Neither of these positions is correct. They
 differ entirely from all the various races of Negroes of the
 African continent and islands; and the Austral Negroes them?
 selves differ essentially amongst one another. This matter has
 been well expressed in a summary manner by the late Mr.
 Crawfurd, a very high authority. He says: " In the present
 state of our information, the only conclusion we can reasonably
 come to is that there are many different races of Asiatic
 Negroes, wholly unconnected with the Negroes of Africa or
 Madagascar?equally so with the Australians, ancl not traceable
 to any common origin." It is of importance that this should be
 kept constantly in mind in reading Dr. Semper's book; for he
 often uses the name Negroes indiscriminately with that of Ne?
 gritos. In the present state of anthropological knowledge, such
 want of precision and correctness must not be overlooked.

 Among the planters, the Negritos are called " Itas", or
 " Ahetas", written " Ajetas", but pronounced " Aetas", more pro?
 perly " Actas". Dr. Semper is disposed to regard them as having
 been the first possessors of the islands. At least, he says, of
 other people who preceded them we have no knowledge; and
 the stone hatchets occasionally found upon the islands may,
 without difficulty, be referred to a black population. He him?
 self met with one of these stone hatchets in the centre of Min-
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 danao.* He does not speak in positive terms upon these sub?
 jects ; and it is at once apparent that there is no necessary
 connection between dark-coloured people and stone implements,
 as those of Scandinavia are quite sufficient to prove. Indeed,
 it must be admitted that we have no evidence, ancl Dr. Semper
 does not exhibit any, to show that the Negritos preceded the
 Bisayans of the same islands. In the face of the unquestionable
 fact that it is utterly impossible to convert a Negrito into a
 Bisayan, or vice versa, the precedence of the Negritos is a mere
 assumption of not the slightest importance, made in accordance
 with popular hypotheses. It is incumbent upon anthropologists,
 as they value anthropology, to point out, if not to protest against,
 such assumptions. Dr. Semper again draws the conclusion,
 wholly unjustified, that the presence of these stone implements
 makes it probable that the primitive race of the trans-Indian
 islands must have been nearly allied to the Papuans. There is
 no evidence, the result of observation, to show that the Bisayans
 may not be the primitive population of the Philippines, equally
 and primarily with the Negritos. Nor is there any more reason
 to believe that the latter formed stone implements than that

 * In his Note, Dr. Semper refers to the Journal of the Indian Archipelago,
 vol. v, p. 84, which is a mere announcement of a memoir upon some Stone
 Wedges and Weapons found in the Island of Java, by Dr. Swaving, which
 Mr. Logan appears not to have been able to translate. Dr. Semper regrets
 that he is not able to refer to the original memoir in the Journal for Nether-
 lands India, in order to compare Dr. Swaving's figures with the stone axe
 found by himself in Mindanao. The original " Berigt en afteekening van
 eenige Steenen Wiggen en Wapenen", has a fine plate, which represents
 five stone implements, three of which are from Java, but the two other ob?
 jects, figs. 4 and 5, are clearly the unpolished flint dagger and spear-head of
 Scandinavia, from which country, there need be no question, they have been
 derived, however they may have got mingled with the Javan ones. In the
 Journal of the Indian Archipelago, the editor, Mr. Logan, in forms us that
 these stone implements are " an addition to the evidence afforded by lan?
 guage that Java was, at an ancient period, peopled by tribes of African, or
 Indo-African derivation, like the other islands of the Indian Archipelago"(!)
 It may be asked, what limits can restrain a genuine philologist ? The Javan
 stone wedges are quite peculiar implements, carefully and accurately formed
 and polished, and wrought out of very beautiful close-grained minerals?
 many of them of agate and other hard stones, of various colours. The sin?
 gular one which slightly resembled a gouge, of which the writer possesses
 an example, has probably been an omament or an ensign of rank and dig-
 nity. See Archaeological Journal of the Institute, vol. xii, p. 116, where some
 diagrams of these curious objects are given.
 VOL. I. L
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 the former made them. The Javan examples are unquestionably
 met with in an island in which there is no record of any dark
 race having ever existed. This line of argument forcibly re-
 minds us of Dr. Prichard's assumption, in the first edition of his
 great work, where he says : " This leads us to the inference, that
 the primitive stock of men were Negroes, which has every
 appearance of truth." He soon found out that such an hypo?
 thesis was wholly untenable.*

 In limine, Dr. Semper may be congratulated upon keeping to
 the Negritos and other races of the Philippines, ancl telling us
 what he has observed of them. He has not made them the

 thread of a discourse, embracing all the clark races of the Pacific,
 not omitting all the savage people of all parts of the earth.
 This is a temptation to which authors upon these obscure people
 are greatly exposed, and can be nowhere more forcibly exempli-
 fied than in some recent ancl otherwise commendable volumes

 upon the Tasmanians. Those who hoped to find in these latter
 works their long pent-up curiosity satisfied, really find themselves
 grievously disappointed.

 Dr. Semper informs us that: " In the south of the Philippines
 the Negritos appear to be entirely rooted out. Certainly all
 authors mention that in the east, as in the interior of Mindanao,
 some pure Negritos still live; an opinion which rests upon an
 entire want of knowledge of the races of that island.-(- Only the
 few Mamanuas in the east of Mindanao have Negro blood in
 their veins, but they are a mixed people, which is obvious at
 first sight. With the exception of the island of Negros, where
 some few Negro families still live, namely, in the mountainous
 region round the volcano, the autochthones upon the whole of
 the islands of the Visayas have disappeared." The name Visaya,
 or Bisaya Islands, is applied to the islands between Luzon and
 Mindanao. " In Southern Luzon they also appear to be absent.
 In going more and more towards the north they are always to be

 * Dr. Jagor, another recent German visitor to the Philippines, to whom
 we shaU have to refer hereafter, candidly admits that the assumption of the
 Actas as the primeval stock of the islands, appears to be wholly wanting of
 every definite proof. (Sitzung der Berliner Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, 15
 Jan., 1870, p. 5.)

 f Mr. Crawfurd's words are : " The inhabitants of Mindanao appear to be
 aU of the true Malayan race, without, as in some other islands of the Phi?
 lippine group, any Negritos." (Diet, p. 279.)
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 met with sporadically. Thus, upon the east coast, upon the island
 of Alabat, near Mauban, in the mountain chain of Mariveles and
 Zambales, on the east coast near Baler, then near Casiguran,
 until at last they inhabit the coast exclusively from Palanan to
 Cabo Engano, as well as the mountainous region of the eastern
 chain. If anywhere, they are to be found here in their greatest
 purity of physical as well as mental character,,, p. 49.

 Dr. Semper begins his description of the Negritos with an
 account of their stature, but unfortunately does not tell us what
 measurements he made, or whether his statements are the result
 of measurements. " With an average height of four feet seven
 inches for the men, and four feet four inches for the women,
 their limbs are, corresponding to this stature, uncommonly slender,
 but well formed." Dr. Semper's dimensions are expressed in
 Parisian measures, and therefore correspond to four feet ten and
 a half inches for the men, and four feet seven inches English for
 the women. These measurements are rather larger than those
 given by others. Mr. Windsor Earle says they rarely exceed
 four feet and a half in height. Mr. Crawfurd says their average
 stature does not exceed four feet eight inches. Mr. Alfred Wal-
 lace states that they only average four feet six to four feet eight
 inches.

 Dr. Semper goes on to say: " They have round, particularly in
 the women, distinctly-expressed countenances, with very thick,
 brown-black, shining and woolly-curled heads of hair.* With
 straight but little prominent jaws, and but slightly swollen lips,
 with very flat and broad noses, and dark copper-brown colour of
 the skin.-f- Thus these Negroes form corporeally an abrupt op-

 * This description agrees in some measure with the specimen of the hair
 of the Negrito woman in the writer's collection. It is of a good length, but
 crisply curly, so as to bush out considerably, and of a rich dark brown,
 almost black, colour. In another example, from the head of a Negrito man,
 of about sixty years of age, the hair is quite contrasted j it has grown in
 very small curly locks, just raised above the surface of the scalp, and is
 turning grey from age. It is most Ukely that this last example shows the
 hair of the true Negrito; the former one of the Negrito of mixed breed,
 with some Tagal or Bisayan blood in her veins.

 f Mr. Crawfurd says the colour is that of " over-burned coffee". Such a
 tinge does not agree with the Ajetas of Norris's edition of Prichard's
 Natural History of Man, and EarFs Native Races of the Indian Archipelago.
 The original of this plate, which is in MaUet's Les Philippines, presents a
 more subdued brownish, not a black-blue tint, and is much nearer to Craw-
 furd's " over-burned coffee." The smart airy attitudes of this " Acta" man

 L2
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 position to the larger, more angularly built usurping Malays.
 By the uncommon slenderness of their legs and the proportion?
 ate largeness of their bellies?named "muy barrigodos": very big
 belliecl, by the Spanish historians?they remind us of the smooth-
 haired inhabitants of Australia. The mildness of the tropical
 climate accommodates itself wonderfully to their almost naked
 bodies, which they defend under easily moved screens, such as
 our stone-breakers have, against violent wind and rains, or the
 too powerful sun. Stretched under these screens, they lie upon
 the hot sand of the sea-shore, or on the borders of a mountain
 brook, always ready to bear the rapiclly-constructed shed some
 miles, if want of food impels them to it. They turn themselves
 more carefully to their ornaments than to the aprons and leg
 bandages they wear, which ornaments take the form of wonder?
 fully wrought ear pendants, rings for the legs and arms, neck
 chains, and some utensils for tobacco and betel chewing, which
 they make out of roots and pieces of wood, as well as plat from
 the fibres of the Pandanus. Only the richest amongst them are
 allowed the luxury of a mat to sleep upon, obtained from the
 Christians. They also employ tattooing, although not to the
 same extent as the Malays in the western corclillera of Luzon.
 With respect to the ornaments produced by them of clearer lined
 patterns, the Negritos living in different places do not cieviate
 from one another, save in the mode of tattooing. The Negroes
 of the east coast from Baler up to Palanan employ a needle for
 tattooing, as is also used by the Malays.* Those of Mariveles,
 on the contrary, make long cuts in their skin, by the combina?
 tion of which they produce the clestined pattern. By these the
 design is raised up in the form of high scars or wheals, whilst in
 the Negroes tattooed with the needle the skin remains toler-
 ably smooth.

 and woman of Mallet, which have been for some time looked upon as
 classical figures of the Negrito race, indicate rather the European artist
 than the Philippine natives; they do not agree with Dr. Semper* s " muy
 barrigodos" at all, and differ much from photographs of both a Negrito man
 and of a Negrito woman which the writer has been so fortunate as to ob?
 tain. At the same time, it is worth being noted, that both MaUet's plate
 and our two photographs precisely represent the short curly hair of the most
 accurate describers.

 * This is conclusive evidence that neither race can be as black as African

 Negroes, in whom the omamentation of the skin cannot be produced by
 proper tattooing, but by weals or scars.
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 "Their character is mostly better than its reputation. By
 nature they are confiding, free, and open, distrustful only in in-
 tercourse with the Christians, the spoilers of their land; endur-
 ing, and in disposition far exceeding their Malay neighbours;
 willing to do services so long as these lie in the domain of their
 customs, and of an unlimited love for individual freedom, and for
 a roving life. Of their really good nature I obtained a friendly
 proof in the land of the Irayas, of the western side of the Cor-
 dillera of Palanan in Luzon. In the one half of this race I

 found a very inhospitable reception, and here the inhabitants
 appeared to refrain almost entirely from all intimate intercourse
 with the Negroes ; but, in the other half, the unmistakably great
 mixture with the Negroes had impressed all the people in so
 friendly a manner, that the thoughts of the weeks I spent
 amongst them belong to the most agreeable recollections of my
 travel. Great, unconquerable love for their homes and for their
 wandering life is frequently expressed in the narratives of the
 Spaniards concerning Negroes caught and educated in Manilla.
 Yet we should probably err if we regarded this untamable im-
 pulse to rambling about in the mountains and on the shore of
 the sea to be the essential attribute of these needing-little chil?
 dren of nature. It rather appears that the unquestionable dis?
 position to it has been developed by the old persecution for cen?
 turies on the part of Malays, and afterwards of Christians, and
 especially by the evermore increasing separation of any political
 connection among the individual clans of this Negro race in their
 present extremity. All so-called wild people have a certain ten?
 dency to isolation. And, where the close connection of the clans
 with one another, which, in the primitive state and in scattered
 populations, is never very intimate, is forcibly lost, and only in-
 imical races interpose themselves between them, which cut off
 every possibility of intercourse, there will this love of indepen-
 dency of individuals ever more arise, and the little need of union
 of great masses in like forms of society must necessarily die out.
 And as this prejudicial influence of the separation of the politi?
 cal connection of nearly allied races expresses itself in the social
 state of the family groups living in an isolated manner, in the
 gradual loss of all their peculiar properties, even their language,
 so there manifests itself on the other hand the now almost al-
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 mighty influence of climate in daily life, in their struggle for
 existence."

 Too much confidence is not to be placed in this kind of hypo?
 thetical reasoning. We observe the same phenomena in other
 races, which have not been persecuted and isolated by the intru-
 sion and intervention of foreign peoples. There has not been
 discovered any close political connection among the tribes of the
 Andaman Islands, and there are no grounds for thinking that
 such ever existed at an anterior period. The isolation of the
 Negritos is probably congenital and natural to them, ancl there is
 no reason to date its origin to a period posterior to any supposed
 advent of the Bisayan races in the islands.

 The mode of life of the Negritos is thus picturesquely described
 by Dr. Semper: " Without any significant trade, without agri?
 culture, the hearts of some kinds of palms, and the roots of many
 wild Aroid^es, as well as the chaseable animals of the forest,
 deer, swine, and the fishes of the sea and of the rivers, form their
 exclusive food. They move about in small troops of six to eight
 families, sometimes in the valleys of the mountains, on the
 shores of the small streams or of the sea; according to the time
 of the year here or there, where a root of which they are fond
 ripens in abundance, or a desired kind of fish comes up and
 appears in shoals on the shore. The instruments they use in
 fishing and in the chase are at the same time their proper wea?
 pons. With bows and arrows they waylay the deer and swine
 in the forest, as well as the hostile-minded Ylungut ;* in the
 water of the sea and the rivers, the fish. With their iron knives,
 the so-called bolos, which they obtain from the Christians, they
 defend themselves against an insidious attack of their enemies
 who are cowardly but exceed them in numbers; whilst in the
 morning, with the same knife, in peacefid labour, they dig out
 the roots which serve them for sustenance the following weeks.
 When, annually, the ascending sun, in April and May, in con?
 nection with the abundant rains, calls forth thousand-fold life,
 and all the forms of butterflies and other insects, which in colcler

 and drier times of the year only present themselves in few incli-

 * Mallet describes this tribe as of small stature, not robust, and of a bad
 constitution. They lead a miserable life by the aid of brigandage, to which
 they are devoted, and in which they are very expert. They lay in wait near
 the roads most traversed, and murder those who fall into their hands. They
 shoot poisoned arrows.
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 viduals, but now appear at once in hundreds, then comes also
 the time for the festive harvests of the Negritos. Then they
 come out, great and small, penetrate into the thickest forests,
 seek out the longest tree-stems, already pointed out to them by
 their scouts, in the crown of which a swarm of wild bees has
 rejoiced for months in a store of honey. Now the honeycombs
 are full, for the time approaches at which moisture and the
 warmth of the sun bring the larvse of the bees to maturity. But
 before these awake to life the Negro, longing for honey, has, by
 the smoke of poisonous plants, driven the swarm of bees out of
 their tree. The honey itself the Negro relishes greatly, the wax
 he presses into little purified cakes, which he barters for glass
 beads, straw mats, some rice, and the tobacco beloved by all,
 with the Christian merchant. But soon are the rice and the

 honey consumed, and then the old wanderer goes again from one
 place to another, restless and without repose, sometimes to the
 sea, sometimes into the deepest mountain defiles, until at last, in
 the next year, the increased buzzing of the insects indicates to
 him the return of the honey month."

 So far goes Dr. Semper as to the Negritos. There is, pro?
 bably, but little that is new in his statements, yet they present
 the freshness of an observer and they materially confirm what
 has before been said upon these interesting people. There are
 many other small tribes in these rich and beautiful islands, es?
 pecially in that of Luzon, all of which deserve to be carefully
 described, and accurately discriminated from the Negritos.
 Mailet says the tribes are so numerous and varied that it is
 difficult to indicate their names with eorrectness. Probably at
 the present time it may be well to confine ourselves to the
 notice of Dr. Semper's account of the Negritos, merely adding a
 few words upon their craniology, and then allude to the fact,
 which is of great interest, of the recent discovery of artificially-
 distorted skulls in the Philippine Islands by Dr. Jagor.

 The skulls of Negritos are very rare objects in European
 museums. There is one in that rich but inexplorable region, the
 Galerie Anthropologique of the Jardin des Plantes. It was pre?
 sented by the famous M. de la G?roni6re. It has an Os Incm,
 and is figured in Jacquart's La Valeur de VOs Epactal. There
 are three contained in the writer's collection. Dr. Schetelig, the
 anthropologist who visited Formosa and the Philippines, informed
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 us, when in England, that he had secured the bones of a ske-
 leton of an Acta. Whether these have yet been articulated is
 doubtful.

 The three Negrito skulls have all belonged to men. They are
 small, have an average circumference of 19*4 inches, equal to four
 hundred ancl ninety-three millimetres. Two of them which
 have been gauged yield a weight of brain 40*53 ounces, or one
 thousand one hundred and forty-nine grammes. The average
 brain weight, deduced from the capacity of two hundred and ten
 crania of different Oceanic races, is 45*63 ounces, or one thousand
 two hundred and ninety three grammes. One of these skulls is
 brachycephalic, the two others dolichocephalic. In point of size
 they agree very much with the skulls of Andaman islanders.
 Of a woman of this race we have the measurement of her stature,
 which was four feet seven inches.

 CRANIUM OP A NEGRITO FROM PANAT.?QUARTER SIZE.

 Still the two series of crania of Mincopies ancl Actas differ in
 form considerably, to judge from the specimens we have examined.
 Of the former we have two examples. They both look much
 like the skulls of women, yet one of them is very thick. They
 both present the frontal suture persistent. They are both de-
 cidedly brachycephalic, a feature much less strongly marked, to
 say the least, in Negritos, for among the three crania one only is
 brachycephalic, the two others being decidedly dolichocephalic.
 The skulls of the Mincopies are remarkable for greater elevation
 and breadth in the frontal region; whereas those of the Negritos
 have low, narrower, and receding foreheads. They are also
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 somewhat more prognathous than the Mincopies. In fine, it is
 surprising to see the great difference between the skulls of these
 two races of diminutive people, who have been often confounded
 and treated as if they were the same.

 Dr. Feodor Jagor is well deserving of the thanks of anthropo?
 logists for his researches in the Philippines. He has examined
 the caves on the south coast of the island of Samar, formed in
 the steep chalk cliffs. These caves were used by the old inhabi?
 tants, called Pintados by the Spaniards, on account of their tat?
 tooing, as burial-places, and contained numerous coffins, utensils,
 weapons, and trinkets, until a zealous priest, professing Christian?
 ity, did all in his power to destroy them. Dr. Jagor gives an inter?
 esting account of the manner in which he succeeded in collecting
 some of these remains at NipaNipa (ZeitschriftfurEthnologie, i. 80).
 He also obtained skulls from the cave of Lanang, on the east
 coast of Luzon, and upon these and the crania from Nipa Nipa,
 the distinguished president of the Berlin Anthropological Society,
 the accomplished Professor Virchow, read an excellent memoir.*
 What is most striking among these skulls is that one of them is
 considerably deformed by art, in the mode employed by the
 Chinooks ancl other Flatheads of America. In one or two other

 examples the deformation has not been carried on to the same
 extent, and in others the natural form of the cranium has not
 been interfered with. Craniologists were not aware that this
 extraordinary practice of deforming the skulls of infants had
 ever been in use in the Philippines, but Virchow, by a reference
 to the Voyages Curieux of Melchizedec Thevenot, shows that he
 reports a description of the Philippines by an ecclesiastic, who
 asserts that the inhabitants of some of the islands had the cus?

 tom of placing the heads of their newly-born children between
 two boards, and so compressing them that they no longer re?
 mained round, but were extended in length, and that a flat occiput
 was regarded by them, as it was by the Sandwich Islanders, as
 a mark of beauty. In the Society's report of the meeting, Vir?
 chow is always represented as referring this account to the end
 of the sixteenth century. We should rather ascribe it to the
 end of the seventeenth century. Thevenot lived at that time,
 and published the book in question A.D. 1663 to 1672.

 * " Sitzung der Berliner Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, am 15 Jan., 1870."
 Reprinted in Bastian and Hartmann's Zeitschrift, ii, 151.
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 It is scarcely necessary here to follow Virchow in his excellent
 critical memoir upon these skulls. He refers, first of all, to the
 deformed skulls which have been found in different parts of
 Europe. At an early period in Austria, where they gave rise to
 the opinion expressed by Fitzinger and Retzius, that they were
 the remains of Avars. These examples, and those subsequently
 found, it should be distinctly noted, are deformed cylindroiclally,
 which we have shown to be the most universally diffused mocle
 of distortion, not in the manner of the flat-heads and of the
 Lanang skulls. Virchow points out that Blumenbach, in the
 first edition of his De Varietate Nativa, speaks of having in
 his possession an ancient skull dug out of the Gottingen ceme-
 tery the preceding year, which also appears to have been cylin-
 droidally deformed. Virchow mentions the controversies caused
 by the discovery of these supposed Avarian skulls; and justly
 adds that these controversies have now lost their ground, since
 such crania have been met with in so many different parts of
 Europe. They now can scarcely be regarded as all pertaining
 to any one particular race of people. In the year 1857, the
 writer expressed a similar opinion, saying that they were pro?
 bably not Avar skulls, but belonged to tribes who had died in
 their native seats.* A Turkish example, recently discovered,
 tends to confirm this view. It was found in the Turkish ceme-

 tery Kussckuch Mezaristan, at Pera, ancl is in the hands of Dr.
 Weisbach. It presents evident marks of this cylindroidal de-
 formation. Virchow most rationally opposes the notion of the
 propagation of this deformation from one part of the world to
 another by the wandering of tribes, deduced, as it has been, on
 the futile ground of the resemblance of the mode of distortion
 among different and remote peoples. He says that, by a certain
 accordance in the human mind, which often enough takes us by
 surprise, the like customs have established themselves in the
 most diverse places.

 One of the main points to which Professor Virchow draws
 attention, and it is a point of much interest in its relation to
 what precedes, is, that the skulls from the caves in the Philip?
 pines, which may be regarded as old, if not ancient, and must,
 at latest, be attributed to the latter end of the seventeenth cen?
 tury, since no author mentions the custom of distortion after

 # Crania Britannica, p. 42.
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 Thevenot, are brachycephalic. Hence, it appears to be quite
 unquestionable, that this brachycephalic race, which must have
 inhabited the islands for a very long time, had nothing to do
 with the Negritos. Virchow at this point fails into an error in
 his reasoning; for he goes on to say that the Negritos stand in
 relation to tlie Australians, who are all distinguished by the rela?
 tive small breadth of their skulls in comparison with the rela?
 tive considerable length. Professor Virchow qualifies this sup?
 posed relationship between the Negritos and the Australians
 with the remark, " so far as is yet known". It is apparent that
 he has in some measure allowed himself to be imposed upon by
 the fashionable jumbling of races together. Little or nothing
 had been known of the craniology of the Negritos anterior to
 the study of the Acta skulls mentioned in this notice. But
 these crania go far to prove that the Negritos are a dolichoce?
 phalic race. This is quite sufficient to confirm the affirmation
 of Virchow, that the ancient brachycephalic race of the caves
 has nothing to do with the Negritos. And this discrepancy
 between these ancient people and the Negritos is a valid ground
 for the rejection of the hypothesis of Dr. Semper, that the
 Negritos were the aboriginal inhabitants of the Philippine
 Islands; i. e., in the sense of being the sole autochthones, from
 whom the other races have descended by permutation, either in
 the Darwinian or any other way. That they are aborigines, or
 autochthones in the truest sense, there cannot be any reasonable
 doubt. Tlie only question for doubt is, whether the Bisayans are
 not equally aborigines.

 The superficial observations, upon which the opinion alluded
 to by Professor Virchow, of the relationship between the Ne?
 gritos and the Australians, is founded, will not bear any examin?
 ation. Tlie Australians constitute most clearly a race sui
 generis, and their like is not to be found in any other race out
 of their own continent, either ancient or modern. Even their
 nearest neighbours, the Tasmanians, with whom they have been
 constantly confounded, differed from them most distinctly. And
 if the usual specific characters are of any value whatever, the
 Australians and the Negritos must be entirely different races,
 having nothing whatever to do with one another. It is not
 necessary in this place to point out the specific characters of
 these two peoples, and to show how much they are contrasted.
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 That resemblances may be found to exist between the Austra?
 lians and almost any other race of mankind, which are made the
 bases of hypotheses, is not at all questionable.

 Professor Virchow next endeavours to make a comparison be?
 tween the ancient skulls of the caves ancl those of modern so-

 called Malay populations, and also of the modern races of the
 Philippines. He acknowledges that his materials for such com?
 parison are inadequate. Still, as far as they go, they lead him
 to conclude that the cave skulls do not agree with the so-called
 Malays of the Indian Archipelago, nor with the Bisayans of the
 Philippines.

 Another series of six skulls, taken from another cave at Nipa
 Nipa, Virchow finds to belong to a distinct categoiy. They have
 a more modern appearance, and are distinguished by presenting
 unequivocal marks of syphilis. Hence, it is probable that they
 belong to a period soon after the Spanish conquest.

 This memoir of Professor Virchow could not be entirely passed
 over, although we have here considered it very imperfectly, as it
 forms an important supplement to Dr. Semper's description of
 the Negritos.

 Art. III?ME. DAEWINS HYPOTHESIS OF PAN-
 GENESIS AS APPLIED TO THE FACULTY

 OF MEMOEY*

 By Alfred Sanders, M.R.C.S., F.A.S.L.

 Memory, being one of the faculties of the human mind, fails
 naturally within the scope of anthropological science, which is
 devoted to the study, not only of man in general, but also of
 the man in particular, and I have, therefore, the less hesitation in
 laying these few remarks before the Society, hoping to elicit
 during the discussion some views or opinions which may serve
 to throw some light on a difficult and obscure subject.

 It is necessary for my purpose that I should first of all take
 into consideration this question, Is thought a function of the
 brain ? This, I think, can only be answered in the affinnative.

 * Read before the Anthropological Society of London, April 19th, 1870.
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